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"Drat that gnat!" Dick Johnson fine-sanding
the leading edge of his Jantar 2.

The Finns
Imagine carving an international 

soaring site out of the woods thirty
miles from International Falls, Minne-
sota, complete with telecommunica-
tions and TV monitors on which the
scoring computer displayed scoring
changes almost on a real-time basis,
and you have a fair notion of the
energy of the Finnish hosts. Over a 
two-year period they cleared the dis-
used WWII airfield of a 20-year re-
growth of native pine and birch, built 
a motel, installed three saunas, and
added enough temporary facilities to
house nearly 1100 people on site,
counting many in caravans and tents.
They prepared about 900 meals, rang-
ing from adequate to excel€ent,at each
sitting. Some 200 obliging Finns made 
it all run.

.

(Continued next page)

A fastidious Russian: Jevgeni Rudenski care-
fully removes his shoes before entering cockpit
of his sailplane.
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The race begins here: Start window monitors
and their apparatus have become a familiar

sight at soaring contests the world over.
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The Weather

One can be less than overjoyed at
the coldest June in 100 years without
insulting the Finns. After all, they
import all their weather rather than
handcrafting it during the long winter
months. The weather at the Nummela
practice site was wettish; the practice
period at Rayskala was most promis-
ing. But only three of the 13 scheduled
contest days looked like the travel
posters; six were either unflyable for
workable tasks or totally washed out;
and four permitted only devalued tasks 
for one or both classes or aborts for
Standard (see Table I). Thus, the 
Open Class flew seven days-three of
them devalued; the Standards attempt-
ed the same seven days-two were
significantly devalued and two were 
devalued to zero-net, five. 

The weather was, therefore, a sig-
nificant generator of long-shot gambles 
by both task setters and pilots. With
long shots a lot of people lose who
are not normally losers in a game of
such high skills. 

Opening Day Gala, June 13th

Ten thousand Finns-so say the
organizers-watched the opening air
show: three PIK’s a-picking, two Pitts
a pitting, two sticks of paratroops a-
jumping, nine Saab Safir’s a-rolling,
five Fouga Magisters V-tailing, one
MIG-21 a-mugging, one Saab Draken
after-burning-and a ptarmigan under 
a birch tree. So, who worries about a
sudden rain shower!

S E P T E M B E R 1 9 7 6

To make certain no one over-ballasted to fly
a little faster, a last-minute sampling of sail-
planes was weighed just before each task. Here
Nimbus designer Klaus Holighaus adds his should.

weight to the Nimbus he will f l y so that the
committee can be sure this Nimbus won’t be
carrying more weight than its designer said it 
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“Is the U.S. recession getting worse?” asked
one spectator after seeing Tom Beltz’s hat.

June 14-Canceled
A middle-level stratus blocked local

convection all day while only 10 kilo-
meters east a clear blue sky set off
perfectly usable cumulus. 
June 15-Canceled

Intermittent rain. Refer to Table 1,
“World Contest in Outline,” for day-
by-day details of tasks and comple-
tions. Daily standings by ranks are
shown in “Final Standings.”
June 16-First Competition Day

A promising weather preview by
Robin King, transplanted English me-
teorologist married to a Finnish lady, 
tapered down by morning to gusty,
dusty, 20-knot winds, ragged cumulus
under patchy cirrus, and the need for
relatively short triangles to the east.
Both classes were launched, Open first,
into a sky marked by short streets.

Malcolm Jinks of Australia and 
some half dozen other pilots had done 
their homework in the OSTIV paper 
by Kuettner which described the gen-
eral model of conditions for a thermal
cloudstreet wave. Jinks was able to
make a running start from a clear-air
wave between the streets at 1200
meters, hit the gate, and pull back up
to 1160 meters into another clear-air
wave. He jumped to another which
took him to 1650 meters a few kilo- Dick Butler and crewman intently study attach well-founded--the elevator reportedly would

fittings and controls of horizontal. After repair, have malfunctioned under load. H e was soon
meters out-but Butler decided not to take off when elevator in the air when things were put right.
local thing. control didn‘t feel right. His suspicions proved

were a brief
(Continued next page)
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The team assembled around the U.S. flagpole
at the opening ceremonies on Rayskala airfield:
Top row (crews)-Walker Mathews, Alice John-
son, A d a Gyenes, Charles Gyenes, Sarah But-

ler, Herb Mozer, Dave Andrews, David Fletcher,
and Mahlon Weir . Not shown are Sherry Reed
and the three sequential team managers, Jim
Herman, Tom Page, and Dick Schreder.

The rest of the story was foretold
by Dick Johnson’s cryptic transmission
near the first turnpoint: “Lots of glass
on the ground.”

Among the first to miss a vital
thermal was Franciszek Kepka, the 
experienced Polish pilot. He landed
only 18 kilometers out, made a hasty 
retrieve, but failed to reach the launch 
line by 1530 hours, the announced 
closing time. He was among two who
failed to earn any points by landing 
closer than the minimum scoring dis-
tance of 41 kilometers.

The contest organizers had been per-
mitted by the rules to choose whether
to permit restarts after off-field re-
trieves-and had done so. Team man-
agers during the practice week had
taken an advisory vote, 17 to 3, against
retrieved restarts, but the organizers

I held to their announced intention,
while pointing out that they would
rather effectively deny such restarts 
by closing the launch line relatively
early.

The shorter task for Standards al-
lowed 25 of them to squeak home-
Kuittinen of Finland in a PIK finish-
ing at the top with 55.2 kilometers
per hour and Reichmann of Germany
at the bottom with 35.6 kmph. Out-
landers included veterans Hammerle
and Wodl of Austria, Tom Beltz, and
Ross Briegleb. The Standard day was
devalued to 58.6 percent. 

Only five Open ships returned, led
by Kuil of the Netherlands at 64.2
kmph only to find his first world con-
test day devalued to 269 points instead 
of 1000. Ragot of France drifted in at
41.9 kmph out of a clear sky nearly
an hour after the fourth Open ship.
Dick Johnson landed only 26 kilo-
meters short of the finish for 6th place
and Dick Butler went nearly as far for
8th rank.

Devaluation of the day prevented
the acute losses previously suffered by
outlanders when the task completion 
rate was low, so Johnson, Butler, and
Beltz remained in good competitive
position.

June 17-Second CompetitionDay
Despite relatively short Out-and-

Return tasks to the northwest, the
gusty winds and patchy altostratus
made some pilots grumble about a
“kamikaze” return into the teeth of 
forecast cumulo-nimbus.

The worst held off long enough for
all but two Standards and all the Open
Class to come back for the first 1000-
point day. Renner of Australia showed
early power by burning back at 98.1
kmph, well ahead of Firth of Canada
at 90 kmph. Beltz was fifth and Brie-
gleb 34th. Ross said that, compared 
to other ships, he found it difficult to
climb the borrowed Jantur Standard
in the turbulent tops of thermals, al-
though it seemed to run between
thermals along with the best.

George Lee of Great Britain took 
his first 1000-point day, but Dick
Butler’s close second (only 0.3 kmph
off the pace) put him in cumulative
first place. Johnson’s good position
left him in 1l th place in a tightening 
field.
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Alice Johnson and Charlie Gyenes

June 18-21,No-Contest Days 
A succession of occluded waves

loaded with marine air slid across the
contest area. Only the 18th might have 
been flyable, but not until about 3 : O O
p.m. locally. The possibility of a mini-
mum, or perhaps even the loss of a
contest, began to be considered by the
informal odds-makers-that is, almost
everyone.

June 22-Open Class Third Day
(No-Contest Standard)

The Prescribed Area Distance task 
(needed to meet contest requirements), 
which had been called on the 21st but

roll Dick Johnson ouf on the runway.

canceled during a thunderstorm, was
rescheduled for both classes. Usable
lift was slow to develop and launches
were held up until a second sniffer sail-
plane found 2 m/s to cloudbase at 900
meters. Butler, launched first because
he ranked first, was soon back on the 
ground, but other Open Class ships 
quickly moved out in very chancy con-
ditions. Butler was relighted before
the Standards were launched.

Soon Dick Johnson was heard giving
his crew (composed of Alice Johnson
and Charles and Ada Gyenes) instruc-
tions for a quick retrieve and relight.

Many of the Standard Class failed to
stay up as the system cycled down;
nineteen were counted on the ground
when a rain shower shut off all
activity.

At 3 : I 2 p.m. Butler phoned Team
Manager Dick Schreder to report his
fuelage broken, the landing gear wiped
out, and the horizontal tail damaged
in a crosswind landing. Schreder began
mobilizing his repair resources. [See
“The Game’s the Thing”]

Johnson and some five other Open
ships reassembled and restarted before 
5 :OO p.m. when weak cu’s appeared
in the wake of the shower. Four Stand-
ards finally relanded-too late for re-
lights.

Final count on the lottery found 12
Open ships making distances ranging 
from Fitchett’s incredible 408 kilo-
meters down to Zegel’s bare 100 to
permit a highly devalued day-only
115 top points. Only four Standards
exceeded 100 kilometers and none of
them were sorry to miss a contest day 
fraught with so much luck, good and
bad.
June 23-Open Class Fourth Day, 
Standard Class Third Day

The forecast sounded like the pre-
contest promise: great. Expected were
some cloudstreets, stronger to the west
and north, with a west-coast sea breeze
front for good measure. And it turned
out well.

Now you see i t . . . The pylon-mounted, retractable engine on the tention at its static display. Test flying on the
. . .now you don‘t! new PIK-2OE motorglider attracted much at- prototype had not yet commenced. 
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Sara): Butler: a classy l a s s shining plexiglass.

The Open ships were given a long
527-kilometer triangle west and north,
but the Standards were handed the 
previous day’s Prescribed Area Dis-
tance chart, updated a second time to
ensure that contest requirement. Thus,
the Open Class had flown its distance 
on the worst possible day and the
Standards on what proved to be the 
best possible day.

The Standards were launched be-
ginning at 10:45 a.m. and several were
still in the air at 8 :00 p.m. in the long,
long, northland day. George Burton
flew an incredible 731 kilometers; even
the shortest outlander had 387 km.

The Open ships were launched into
weakening local conditions; two had 
to relight to get away. All but one 
starter got back and George Lee
clocked a dramatic 112 kmph. Dick 
Johnson “stayed high” with 108.2
kmph to place 7th overall, but Butler
was slower, moving down to 6th over-
all.

Contest requirements were now met

for Open Class but the Standards need-
ed one more day-any type-with
three days left on the schedule.

June 24-Open Class Fifth Day,
Standard Class Fourth Day

Both classes were handed long Speed
Triangles-north, then east-in a sky 
expected to turn to blue thermals by
mid-afternoon and be overcast by high 
cloudiness from the west late in the
day.

Early thermals were much weaker
than expected and not high enough 
for speed starts. Enormous gaggles
developed. One wise Norwegian owl
simply pulled out of the line to let the
“house thermal” thin out. Kuil of the
Netherlands and Neubert of Germany
traded paint from their wingtips in the
Open ship gaggle, but inspection upon
relanding showed no damage and they
were relaunched. 

Cumulus developed 30 kilometers
out on course to tempt the starters to
beat the high overcast, now visible in 
the west. But the day turned into a
scratching contest. The best Standard
pilot, Karlsson of Sweden, was nearly 
100 km short and the best Open pilot,
Jinks of Australia, was 20 kilometers
short. Eighty-four more outlandings
were recorded, including minor dam-
age to the Russian Pasetsnik’s Lithu-
anian LAK-9 which the Finnish air-
worthiness inspector later ruled to be
inadequately repaired and could not
be flown.

The day was devalued for Standard
Class to 391 because only 32 of 46
exceeded 100 kilometers.

(Continued next page)

W o r l d Champion! George Lee, O p e n Class
G r e a t Britain
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June 25-Open Class Sixth Day,
Standard Class Fifth Day

Another threat of invasion by high 
cirrus from the northwest induced the
task setters to prescribe two flat tri-
angles, west then east, passing just 
north of Rayskala on the second leg,
for more moderate distances than the 
preceding day. 

The high cloudiness held back, how-
ever, to allow some very strong per-
formances. Only four Standard Class
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ships landed out. Flying blue thermals 
and rarely getting over 1000 meters
high, George Burton whistled home at
94.6 kmph, more than 12 kmph faster
than Ingo Renner who was second for
the day. Renner, however, had estab-
lished a narrow eight-point lead over
Karlsson in cumulative points on what
was to be the last competition day for 
the Standard ships. This was Tom
Beltz’s lowest daily rank, 32nd, but his
stronger early performances left him
fifth in cumulative rank.

George Lee narrowly edged out
Dick Butler by 0.5 kmph for first place
in the Open Class for the day, but
Butler held in 8th rank. Dick Johnson
slipped to 1 l th overall with his place-
ment at 32nd for the day, his lowest 
daily mark, but most of the Open
speeds were very good, so his points
were still good--804 for the day.

It was a lovely day for the specta-
tors, with five and six ships on finish
runs at the same time, all streaming
ballast behind them. 
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June 26-Open Class Seventh Day
(Standard Class No-Contest)

During the previous night the warm 
front sector of another depression slid
across the contest area complete with
embedded thunder showers. The pilots
awoke to a warm fogbound morning 

tion of the task setters to play a “deal-
dammit-deal” kind of meteorological
poker with the lower ranking pilots
rather than confer the laurels on the 
basis of yesterday’s standings, was
recognized by everyone. Open Class
launching was finally scheduled for
2:OO p.m. with Standard to follow 45
minutes later. The visibility was of-
ficially called five kilometers, but few
prominent objects besides trees, trees, 
trees could be seen on the horizon.

A message from the British pilots 
aloft urged that the start gate not be

which looked hopeless. But the obliga-

opened, but was not acceded to. At
2:45 p.m. the Open ships began to
struggle northwestward under 1000 
meters high on a 235-kilometer tri-
angle. After the 3:30 p.m. gate time 
for Standards, only 28 could get away 
to land out; 18 others landed back.

A vigorous thunderstorm bucketed
down on the contest field at 6 : O O p.m.
for nearly an hour. It had formed and 
moved in along the third leg of the
Open Class triangle, so little hope was
held for any finishes.

At 7:20 p.m., genial Tuomo Tervo,
the Competition Director, was assur-
ing anyone polite enough to listen,
even unbelievingly, that Finnish radar
showed a group of sailplanes struggl-
ing toward Rayskala on the backside
of the storm about 30 kilometers out.
And so they were, 22 landing in wet
fields with distances of 171 to 219 kilo-
meters-the latter for Matousek of

Czechoslovakia. Butler and Johnson 
both joined the large group in the 190-
kilometer range to improve their cu-
mulative standings. Lee held onto his
top rank by landing near Butler.

After a minor haggle over who 
landed where, quickly resolved by the
aerial observation of Steward Jan
Coolhaas of Australia, the 15th World
Gliding Championship was locked in-
to the Wang computer for the official
scoring run. 

Conclusion
By the closing ceremonies everyone 

was so relaxed that the event had all
the amiability of a Chinese fire drill.
The concluding dinner topped the day
and the contest. It ended in a wild
trading session in badges and pins.
The U.S. Team badge (which used the
official contest emblem) was the most
sought after-and the scarcest-prize.

The contest had been a close one,
first of all, with Mother Nature, and
then-under those difficult conditions
-with an extraordinary group of
pilots flying extraordinary sailplanes.
Given the weather and the limited
number of competition days and the
talent, it is not surprising that the 
margins of victory are relatively
small.

When Tom Page offered to cover the 15th
World Gliding Championships for SOARING,
his offer was accepted with alacrity and grati-
tude. His writing was a known quality based
on his many contributions dating back to 7954,
and his outstanding boxes in the last world
championship report were still fresh in edi-
torial memory. Tom has already received the
Society‘s highest award, the Eaton Memorial
Trophy, and has just now become a member
of the Soaring Hall of Fame on Harris Hill.
NSM News on page 9 carries the accompany-
ing citation to which this journal adds its own
appreciation herewith.
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SSA's Bill lvans was on hand to open the talking to Hans lund, Norwegian Steward of
Championships a s President of the CIVV. He is Competition.
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15th WORLD GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS, RAYSKALA, FINLAND 
FINAL STANDINGS
OPEN CLASS

Pilot Country 2 9 Score

JUNE 13-27, 1976
Sailplane Day

I LEE
2
3 MUSZCZY
4
5 BUTLER

Great Br i ta in
Poland
Poland
W. Germany
U.S.A.

AS-W I 8 I 6 I 4594
Jantr r 2 3 8 4 9 9 3 4535 
Jantar 2 4 7 30 6 9 3 4488 
Nimbus 3 23 7 4 3 447 I

604 8 2 21 22 2 9 4434 

6 9 4 9 4357ZEGELS

8 FREHNER Switzerland Nimbus 4233

AS-W
7 JOHNSON U.S.A. Jantar 2 6 5 22 32 3 4269 

9 A X Sweden AS-W 27 2 25 6 4209
MATOUSEK Czechoslovakia Nimbus 22 31 5 9 I 4193

NEUBERT W. Germany AS-W 30 9 24 7 28 4147

SCH UBERT Austria Nimbus 20 26 22 7 4029 

Australia Nimbus 2 25 4 I 21 30 3960

BRAES Denmark Nimbus 27 36 28 31 2 24 2 3955 
RAGOT France Nimbus 5 8 30 3 26 395 I
FITCH ETT Great Br i ta in AS-W 21 4 I 2 24 33 3949 
MOU BIGGS South Africa Nimbus 35 28 30 33 3909

21 HAHNER Hungary Jantar I 29 30 25 27 35 3832
22 I ta ly Nimbus 7 32 5 3 36 3802 
23 Netherlands Nimbus I 32 30 20 8 27 3727 

FAH RAFELLNER Austria Nimbus 24 23 30 8 23 7 4097 

RE N Netherlands Nimbus 20 30 36 6 4006

20 YARRAL New Zealand , Nimbus 20 26 35 25 3852

24 MAZALERAT France Nimbus 34 34 24 32 27 22 3664 
25 GOUD South Africa AS-W 36 22 21 34 26 36 3602

26 PETTERSSO N Sweden Nimbus 24 31 3572 
27 HORMA Finland AS-W 17 23 39 25 31 26 21 3564
28 CARPENTER Canada Nimbus 31 21 22 28 24 3540 

30 BRYSON Ireland Kestrel 22 30 27 26 29 31 37 3249 

31 WEBB Canada Nimbus 37 38 28 8 31 3246
32 I ta ly Nimbus 39 35 30 36 30 23 3229
33 PRYDE New Zealand Nimbus 9 27 6 38 4 34 3085 
34 Finland AS-W 32 24 28 37 37 9 3028 
35 U.S.S.R. Nimbus 5 7 23 37 20 28 3016 

29 Brazi l Nimbus 26 30 2 29 35 3524 

36 DE PRETER
37 SZENTVOLGY I
38 K
39 WILSON

STANDARD CLASS 

Pilot

Belgium
Hungary
U R.
Australia

Nimbus 24 37 29 34 33 28 2993 
Jantar I 38 33 30 37 30 34 24 2954

32 6 30 33 35 38 37 2426 
AS-W 29 3 39 39 38 37 939 

Country Sailplane Day 1 2 Score

I RENNER Australia P I I 0 4 7 2 4056 
2 KARLSSO N Sweden 2 6 0 I 4 4048 
3 BURTON Great Br i ta in P I 0 I 22 I 3924
4 NIA Poland Std. Jantar 0 2 20 3802 
5 U.S.A. P I 8 0 25 3 31 3735

PETROCZY Hungary Std. Jantar 7 26 0 7 37 3647 
7 I ta ly Cirrus 75 4 39 0 3 5 9 3642 
8 W. Germany 25 0 5 25 3640
9 E Denmark Cirrus 75 9 37 0 7 3 3634 

STOUFFS If (45) 35 0 24 3503

N Yugoslavia Std. Cirrus 34 0 36 7 22 3443 
JONES Britain Cirrus 75 24 0 6 27 8 3415 
HAEMMERLE Austria Cirrus 75 28 21 0 23 7 3378 
RANTET France If 8 28 0 30 25 5 3346 
CAMERON New Zealand AS-W 29 22 0 26 3338

France Cirrus 75 30 32 0 23 3285 
PETER W. Germany 203 Libelle 26 0 2 26 3280
K E P K A Poland Std. Jantar 45 0 7 7 327I
AN DERSSON Sweden P I K-20B 5 20 0 3 31 33 3225 

20 Finland 27 4 0 31 21 29 3215 

21 ROWE Austral ia Hornet 35 9 0 33 7 24 3213
22 SO ENSEN Denmark Std. Cirrus 6 29 0 28 40 3148 
23 PARE Netherlands Cirrus 75 21 7 0 32 20 3144 
24 Argentina Hornet 9 23 0 35 3127
25 Belgium Cirrus 75 38 0 22 36

26 RU K Y Std. Cirrus 40 25 0 37 4 299I
27 New Zealand Std. Cirrus 0 28 43
28 I ta ly Cirrus 75 30 45 0 5 2872
29 BRI EGLEB U.S.A. Std. Jantar 20 35 0 29 40 34 2815 
30 Brazi l P I 27 0 21 44 38 2785 

31 F IRTH
32
33 WALA

MUSTERS
35 RON NEST AD

K U NEN
Canada
Finland
Czechoslovakia

Norway

P I
P I
P I
Cirrus 75

2 0 20
I 3 0 35

40 5 0
34 0 33
37 30 0 46

33 43 2754
30 44 2739
37 31 2737
37 2648

27 2524

36
37 SZA BADFI
38 WODL
39 CLIFFORD
40 WERNEBURG

Argentina
Hungary
Austria
South Africa
Canada

Std. Cirrus
Jantar

Std. Cirrus
Std. Cirrus

DG-100

3 45 0 32
45 33 0 42
36 41 0 9
22 24 0 26
42 42 0 38

40 2513
23 28 2509
34 30 2498
29 45 2400
20 39 2345

41 JOHANNESEN
42
43
44
45

SCH A F F N

Norway
Switzerland
Guernsey
Brazi l
Switzerland

Std. Cirrus
Std. Libelle
P I
PI
Hornet

33 30 0 45 35 2307
23 43 0 41 42 36 2237
42 0 40 46 35 2065
43 33 0 44 37 41 
38 44 0 43 24 42 1761

46 SHIELDS South Africa Astir CS

S E P T E M B E R 1976
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As you have just read our soaring teams have a long and
proud history of international participation. Over the last
several years the
opportunity to compete
internationally has
grown as more classes
become sanctioned by
the FAI. More teams
and eligible pilots puts
the title of World
Champion within the
reach of entirely new
segments of the
soaring community
including Club, World
and Junior pilots. The chart above shows when each FAI
class participated in their first World Gliding Champion-
ship. Notice the recent growth in classes and events.

An urgent need...

More teams, eligible pilots and
international events have stretched
team funding well past the break-
ing point putting our teams ability
to compete internationally at risk.

Contributions make it happen...

While many competing teams receive government
assistance our teams rely on a mix of direct contributions
and perpetual trust income to compete internationally.

Direct contributions are immediately available to the
team at their full value. Participating in the SSA sweep-
stakes, buying a raffle ticket at a contest or sending a
check to the SSA for team funding are all examples of
direct contributions so critical to fielding our soaring
teams. Perpetual trust income
has become increasingly
important to fielding our teams
internationally. This type of
contribution is perpetual as the
funds are invested with the income used to sponsor teams
perpetually. Robertson Trust contributions provide a
critical, stable, long-term, source of team funding.

A long term strategy?

Since both types of
contributions are
tax deductible, a
long-term contri-
bution strategy to
minimize tax
burden and maxi-
mize support might
incorporate
comfortable direct
contribution every
two years and
larger, trust contributions with less frequency. How
much to contribute is determined by each of our indi-
vidual circumstances. Every dollar counts.

Now is the time...

Not all competition happens in
the air. Often it is what happens
on the ground months before
World Soaring Championships
that makes the difference.
Adequate team funding is where it all starts. Our interna-
tional competitors are doing what it takes to compete and
win and so should we. If our soaring teams are going to
compete internationally they need our support. While
most of us can’t be in the cockpit we can still do our part
to make sure our pilots have the opportunity to compete
and win.

Please make a direct contribution to the U.S. Soaring
Teams or a perpetual contribution to the Robertson Trust
today!

Robertson Trust
Contributions

John Seaborn
5560 Boulder Hills Dr
Longmont, CO 80503
USA

www.robertsontrust.com

Direct Contributions

Larry Sanderson
Soaring Society of America
P.O.Box 2100
Hobbs, NM 88241-2100

www.ssa.org

Help Fund The Future of United States Soaring Teams...

FAI Classes Eligible for 

Competing in 

World Soaring Championships

Open 1937 Germany

Two Place* 1952 Spain

Standard 1958 Poland

15-Meter 1978 France

World 1997 Turkey

Junior 1999 Holland

18-Meter 2001 Spain

Club 2001 Australia

Feminine 2001 Lithuania

* Eliminated 1958

Class Year Championship

Robertson Trust
www.RobertsonTrust.com




